Model of Development Students’ Softskill With Credit System by Integration of Academic and Student’s Activities in ORMAWA Activity
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Abstract—Challenges of education organized is the graduates are absorbed in the world of work with the appropriate quality of the standards of careers. The graduates are faced with competition among universities in the country and abroad in line with the Asean Economic Community (AEC). Efforts to improve student achievement in academic and non-academic is generally driven by the policy in UNP that of each graduates Padang State University will be awarded a Certificate of Companion Certificate (SKPI) since 2014. This SKPI is given to graduates of the State University of Padang in accordance with current working conditions that requires more soft skills than hard skills. This study aims to visually design Development System Credit of Student Soft skill (SKPSM) that encourage students to actively engage and compete in the areas of reasoning, aptitude interest and dedication. Activities are done in a balanced will sharpen and strengthen the mental, physical and rational thought students. Determination Policy Development System Credit of student Soft skill (SKPSM) aims to encourage student involvement in non-academic and support academic achievement, in accordance with the vision and mission of Education Economics program, Faculty of Economics University of Padang. The results of this research showed that model of development students’ soft skill with credit system by integration of academic and student activities In ORMAWA activity that constructed in the implementation of the program with a systematic, comprehensive and integrated. Recommendations for economic education program (PSPE) to synergize between hard skills with soft skills and how the transmission hasn’t compulsion for both lecturers and students. And not an expense of credits that has so much in Higher Education. One way is by making transmission of soft skills in Hidden Curriculum, through the presentation of several topics in courses taught by lecturers who are integrated in the activities of student organizations, both extra-curricular activities or curricular.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Competence of graduates is one factor of college success in its mission. It is associated with the attraction (pull factor) for the users (stakeholders) to wear college graduates who have the best competence. [1]. Climate conducive academic will successfully give birth to individuals ideal student who has the ability to balance between hard skills and soft skills, but in fact based on the tracer study [2] conducted by several studies program at the State University of Padang since 2014-2015, concluded despite the end user satisfied with the technical skills (hard skills) owned by the alumni of the UNP and rated loyal, willing to develop themselves, and not easy to complain. However, there are some categories that have less votes is confidence, leadership, communication, discipline and cooperation with the team.

The demands adequate of soft skills from the industrial world: the reality of the social and cultural environment of students who are currently more likely to lead to permisivisme, consumerism and instant culture. This is supported by data from the tracer study [2] (2014) and advice from Prof Agus Rahayu (2015) accreditation assessors PSPE which leads to the conclusion that the development of soft skills would be more productive if their activities are more focused and intensified. Productivity development of soft skills should be well planned integrated between student affairs and academic fields.

The different needs and development as well as the view points of the hard skills and soft skills among the workforce / business and universities at this time according to the results of searches and studies [3] (Illah Sailah, 2008) are as follows:

1. The ratio needs of soft skills and hard skills in the world of work / effort is inversely proportional to its development in college. Success in the world of work / business 80% is determined by the mind set (soft skills) owned and 20% is determined by the technical skills (hard skills). But in practice our current education system, especially in college, serving the development of soft skills is only given an average of 10% in its curriculum, while 90% of them contain hard skills.

2. The views of the graduate college “high competence” is a graduate with a high GPA and pass in a short
time (<4 years). While the industry stated that the definition of graduates that "high competence" is those who have skills in the technical aspect and a good attitude. A study programs expressed either by the college, if graduates have a short waiting time to get a first job, but the industry says is not that, but how tough a graduate to have a commitment to the agreements that have been made on the first job.

Likewise at the state university of Padang, the problem there is a disparity between the needs of users graduate to the preparation of graduates in the UNP, in terms of soft skills and hard skills. The process of education in the UNP has not been synergy between soft skills and hard skills well, while the number of credit units students are quite a lot and learning methods of soft skills in the UNP has not been integrated in the activities of academic and student in building academic atmosphere as the basic character for the philosophy of the Real Campus working world the weakness of students PSPE and graduate PSPE are: a) the ability of leadership, b) the ability of communication, c) discipline d) teamwork, and e) lack of confidence. These conditions would be a concern for the study program to follow up that the competence acquired by graduates in accordance with user expectations. The level of competition in the business world is no longer local, but regional and even international.

To answer the question of how the University is able to develop the hard skills and soft skills in a planned, synergies and systematically while the number of credit units students had enough, this research tried to construct the design development of soft skills of students with a credit system at a much more oriented to the life of a student as a point early or subjects that enable the development of soft skills to run optimally, planned and integrated.[4]

Improving the quality of graduates, in addition to be done through a learning system that is comprehensive, effective and transformative, also developed program student guidance in improving the knowledge (cognitive), attitudes (affective) and skills (psychomotor) so as to provide values added to improve competitiveness graduates in accelerating the achievement of the vision, mission and objectives of the study program.[5]

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research is a descriptive study using a combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches. The incorporation of these two methods will provide a deeper understanding of the object under study, especially in issues related to human attitudes and behavior, [6].

Research on the development of soft skills of students in PSPE in the Research and Development consists of three cycles: (1) To identify the needs of the target respondents (2) the preparation of extra curriculum development of soft skills of students with the integration of academic and student affairs with the credit system (3) recommended the policy in the form of soft skills development model student with a credit system

Specifically, the data analysis performed using a variety of methods in accordance with the objectives to be achieve. Technique of analyzed using test by SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science). The test results are then summed to prove the effectiveness of soft skills development model student with a credit system. As for analyzing the effectiveness of the development model of the development of soft skills of students in order to increase student achievement in PSPE, [7] used a simple statistical methods, that is:

\[ R = \frac{T}{x \times 100} \]

The effectiveness of this training program can be seen from the following variable

- a. Target Accuracy Program
- b. Orientation Program
- c. Program Objectives
- d. Model / format used
- e. Documentation development model

Effectiveness was measured by using reference standards in line with[8] Litbang Depdagri as shown in Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effectiveness Ratio</th>
<th>Attainments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>under 40</td>
<td>Highly Ineffective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 – 59.99</td>
<td>Ineffective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 – 79.99</td>
<td>Effective Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 80</td>
<td>Very Effective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Litbang Depdagri, 1991

III. RESEARCH RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

The curriculum is an implementation of university autonomy. So it can be developed by universities in accordance with the needs and demands of a changing environment. Curriculum approach would be most effective if supported by the system and learning methods appropriate and adequate facilities. There are several alternatives in implementing the education and training of soft skills are integrated in the curriculum of the following: 1. Insert the material soft skills as an integral part with a variety of other materials presented in the curriculum. 2. Presenting courses Character Development (character building) in the first to IV semester, are obliged to travel by non credits. 3. Integrating the evaluation of soft skills of students with learning evaluation system in portfolio students or through extra curriculum approach, where students soft skills honed in various forms of integrated activities in units of student activities (SMEs) and student organizations that exist. Some colleges implement this approach by requiring students to be active in extra-curricular activities at all-time studies. At the end of his studies, before an exam essay, students submit a self-evaluation that is made under the supervision of an academic supervisor. The results of self-evaluation that has been qualified, a prerequisite thesis examination. This approach is not an alternative of some previous approaches. But this is precisely supporting over other approaches being used. Here is a test for the organization functions effectiveness universities to create the right atmosphere for the development
of soft skills and hard skills of students. Academic atmosphere into a field a good learning experience for students, with the look, feel, and proved immediately good practices (best practices) when interacting with fellow students, staff, faculty, and leaders of the institution. Therefore, the institutions that poor academic atmosphere, will give you an example of poor soft skills for students. Attitudes and behavior of teachers, employees, leaders in campus activities of daily visits by the students as a concrete example, and obviously will affect the quality of learning by doing them.

**Design Development Soft skill**

Higher education became one of the spearheads in the context of the creation of the nation's competitiveness through its products. Among them is the quality of the resources generated from the learning process is organized in higher education. The world needs graduates who are able to fulfill their tasks and responsibilities based on creativity and initiative, in addition to academic competence. To accomplish this, universities must develop a learning system that can balance the soft skills and hard skills.[9]

These demands can be met through the approach of the curriculum, extra curriculum, and the creation of an academic atmosphere that is conducive to the development of student character. The purpose of teaching and learning in higher education has been widespread across the spectrum, from factual knowledge-based disciplines to think critically, and of moral and ethical behavior to citizen awareness, and this is the essential purpose of teaching in higher education. In other words, students must obtain soft skills on campus, either through its own learning or integrated with other subjects, as well as interaction in the real campus life(theRealCampus).

**Plan Development Program student soft skills done in phases [10]:**

1) **Drafting**

Study Program in conducting this development begins with soft skills needs survey in the industry. This is done to further focuses soft skills what the student will be strengthened in accordance with user needs graduates. [11]. The survey results demonstrate the need soft skills graduates, that graduates of Economic Education Program requires the strengthening of soft skills in the field (1). Communication, (2). Cooperation, (3). Discipline, (4). Troubleshooting, and (5). Confidence.

Development of soft skills built up so that students in the program implementation can be done in a systematic, comprehensive, integrated and continuitas. Systematic, means the development of soft skills by using the system, namely the activities undertaken included input, the process is carried out in stages to produce output. Comprehensive, namely the development of soft skills performed by the entire academic community, students, teachers and education personnel. Joined entire community will contribute to the commitment to implement the soft skills development program that can be run according to plan. Integrative, is soft skills development process is done in stages where one stage and the next stage is not a stand-alone, but support each other in order to be able to create a synergy that will produce more value.

Integration also occurred in the implementation of the development of soft skills that are not solely of shared responsibility. Sustainable, it in practice, soft skills development implemented in phases, starting from the introduction stage, followed by a phase of growth and ends with the stage of maturation. [12]. Phasing on an ongoing basis is a crucial process to soft skills development of students with no overlap or even missed, with attention to the psychological development of soft skills Development Stages students. Development of softskills students, namely:

1.a. introduction stage, or the introduction stage Private (soft management)

This stage is focusing on soft skills fundamental attributes, such as being able to recognize themselves, the purpose of life and the environment. The introduction phase is primarily intended for first-year students (1st – 2nd Semesters ). As new students need to make adjustments so that it can survive in its new environment. This program will create a new student is able to identify themselves at the same environment, so that will be able to manage ability in him in an effort to be a superior individual.

1.b. The growth phase or stage of Building Relationships

This stage is mainly addressed to students in the second year (3rd – 4th semesters). At this stage there is a tendency of students begin to live a more intimate activities of interaction with the environment. By doing the above actualizing its potential, students are expected to have built itself into a human being independent and mature.

1.c. Stage Building Network (Social-Networking)

Maturation stage or stages Building Network is mainly aimed at students of third and fourth year (5th – 8th semesters). This stage is the stage where the student has to have the introduction of more intimate environment. It is characterized by the mastery of information and social networking (social network) which is already quite extensive. At this stage the students were more directed concentrated on efforts to resolve his studies and began to mobilize attention to the labor market will be entered later.

2) **Implementation Phase**

The implementation phase is advanced stage after the design phase is done. At this stage, the role of the Academic Advisors are needed in efforts to optimize the program. Each Academic Advisors, given access to monitor the achievement of students who become a point soft skills academic guidance online. Students will upload the document achievement of activities that have been implemented, so that the document verification will be conducted by the Academic Advisors or assisted by the Student Council. Integration of Academic and Student Affairs in the implementation of development soft skills divided into three aspects, namely: (1) Elements of Reasoning, (2) Elements Talent Interests, (3) Elements of Community Service
2.a. Elements of Reasoning

In every element that is developed will be given points based on the level or levels of achievement. Here are the components of the development of the Elements Reasoning, namely: (a) Essay, (b) advanced search Scientific Information, (c) Intern, (d) Involvement in the Seminar / Workshop / Lecture / Public Lecture, (e) Increase in Foreign Language, (f) Assistance, (g) Company Visit, (h) Preparatory Activities Graduation, (personality development)

2.b. The interest element of talent

Talent Development Interests elements developed in many student activities Student Organization. Here is an activity that was developed from elements of Talent Interests, namely: (a) Competition, (b) entrepreneurship Student Expo, (c) Fostering Talent & Interests, (d) Shown in activities, (e) LKMM- Up-Grading Student Organization, TDMO (f) campus orientation activities. In the implementation of soft skills development program is divided into compulsory and elective activities. Here is one example of a component of the activities, the assessment, the unit in question, the nature, the points and the status of the assessment element design examples Interests Talent for talent interests rated.[13]

2.c. The element of Community Service

Elements assessed on Community Service elements are (1) the Committee, (2) Internship (Internal), (3) External Organizations Membership, (4) Social Service / Other service activities, (4) Ceremony.

Support SKPSM of the achievements of the Strategic Plan Study Program, intended many more student achievements both in the number and level of competition is very helping PS Economic Education in achieving the strategic plan of study program. That student achievement will be more and more at the international level as one of the indicators of success in achieving graduates who are competitive and global perspective. Student achievement earned him not only at the provincial or national level, but also recognized at the international level.[14].

3) Monitoring and Evaluation Phase

Monitoring and evaluation stage is the stage of monitoring the achievement point soft skills. Monitoring is done in stages by several related units, is Student Affairs and Studies Program. Students can print their own results soft skills collection points or obtain information online.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the tracer study of 2014 graduates showed that user satisfaction excellence Economics Bachelor of Education graduates PS FE UNP is loved her job and tend not to like to move jobs, it is proved by the low level of the first job obtained graduates as temporary work, and even tended very obedient to the rules of the company. Based on the condition of graduates and the needs of the user. [15]. Soft skills development of students PSPE constructed such that in the implementation of the program can be done in a systematic, comprehensive and integrated. Systematically, it means the development of soft skills by using the system, namely the activities undertaken included input, the process is carried out in stages to produce an output. Comprehensive, namely the development of soft skills performed by the entire academic community, students, teachers and education personnel. Joined entire community will contribute to the commitment to implement the soft skills development program that can be run according to plan. Integrative, soft skills development process is done in stages where one stage and the next stage is not a stand-alone, but support each other in order to be able to create a synergy that will produce more value. Integration also occurred in the implementation of the development of soft skills that are not solely of shared responsibility. Sustainable, is in practice, soft skills development implemented in phases, starting from the introduction stage, followed by a phase of growth and ends with the stage of maturation. Synergy between hard skills with soft skills and how to be transmitted does not feel any compulsion for both lecturers and students. [16]. And not an expense credits that has so much in Higher Education, One way is to conduct soft skills transmission through the Hidden Curriculum, through the presentation of several topics in courses taught by lecturers and activities to be implemented in student organizations. Fostering student and lecturer of the course are advised to be able to integrate soft skill in the learning process and help students implement in student organizations either curricular or extra curricular activities. These soft skills instead of rote material but is practiced by people who study or who want to develop.
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